Thursday was the last working day of eNTERFACE 2005. So we decided, after a special edition with organizers’ photos (see our Daily News # 17), to publish pictures of you, who read the Daily News ... daily and who are working on the seven great eNTERFACE projects. Except for group 5 (they took their own group picture before Yannis left), all the other pictures were Thursday shots, so some of you may not be there. We only added one person who was not present (because she was ill...) by using sophisticated augmented reality techniques. If you found the person we talk about, send us an e-mail.

But do not worry! Each group will soon have an internet web page with ALL team members and with the codes, reports, demos about their project ...

After the pictures, as you were all very busy, we just let you work hard on the last touch to your demos. We will talk about it in the next and last Daily News edition.

As you all have seen, Philippe was the final winner of this huge violent contest ...

This is how it happened: in the mini-killer game, which was the final part of the killer game, Philippe and Raphael were the only survivors among the 8 finalists. They both made a bloody and cruel competition to reach the final step, where they had to kill each other. As a result for this suspenseful story, Philippe eventually killed Raphael with “a Matlab function computing the average number of victims per murderer” (which is actually nothing else than 1) and “while Raphael was closing his eyes”. This last condition would never have been fulfilled without the help of Alexandre, who clapped his hands in front of Raphael’s head while he was eating ... So was the end of our last Belgian participant.

Five minutes later, Philippe received his price, a nine-litre St. Feuillien bottle, which he strangely decided not to drink alone and so everyone present yesterday at the Faculty Restaurant could enjoy this wonderful beer. Thank you Philippe for your generosity :-p even if it would have been more difficult for you to finish it alone ;-) Well, congratulations to all of you, thank you for competing, and we hope you enjoyed it as much as we did! No doubt this game will be a good advice for eNTERFACE 06’s organizers.

François

P.S: We think that another reason which pushed Philippe to share his beer was he needed help to open it!

Matei